Density-dependent determination of scattering properties of pharmaceutical tablets using coherent backscattering spectroscopy
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Abstract: We report on measurements of coherent backscattering from pharmaceutical tablets. Experimental data is analysed using the radiative transfer equation with focus on the determination of the reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu'_s \). The results show a good agreement with \( \mu'_s \) determined by measuring the spatially resolved reflectance, whereat we demonstrate advantages of the coherent backscattering measurements. Furthermore, we present a correlation between \( \mu'_s \) and tablet compression force, respectively density.
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1. Introduction

Analyzing backscattered light from optically diffuse scattering media has become a powerful tool in various fields like medical diagnostics, food industry and agriculture. In the pharmaceutical industry, near-infrared spectroscopy is widely used, but demands a complex calibration if used for quantitative purposes [1].

Over the last decades, different methods have been established to separate absorption and scattering, primarily using incoherent light of the visible and near-infrared range. So far, the usage of spatially resolved reflectance [2, 3], frequency-domain measurements [4], time-resolved spectroscopy [5, 6] and measurements of reflectance and transmittance by integrating spheres [7] have been reported in the context of pharmaceutical tablets.

In this study, we demonstrate the successful application of measuring the coherent backscattering (CBS) as a new, calibration-free method for investigating solid pharmaceuticals. The illumination of a sample by spatially coherent light results in an enhancement of the radiance around the backscattering direction, caused by constructive interference [8, 9]. Angularly resolved, the radiance yields a measurable signal closely related to the Fourier transform of the respective spatially resolved reflectance (SRR) signal [10, 11]. While the difficulty of measuring the spatially resolved reflectance increases for strongly scattering media, the CBS cone gets broader which makes it easier to be resolved.

To date, experimental studies on CBS have been reported, investigating other materials than tablets and often using diffusion theory for evaluation [12, 13]. Moreover, subdiffusion scattering in biological media has been investigated [14, 15]. Since it has been shown that using the diffusion equation for determination of the optical properties renders large errors in the spatial frequency domain [16] and thus in CBS (see chapter 3), in this study, the radiative transfer equation (RTE) is used to determine the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu'_s$. In order to validate the results of the CBS measurements, they are compared to results gained by established SRR measurements [11, 17]. Furthermore, a correlation between $\mu'_s$ and the tablet density, respectively
compression force, is found. To date, costly methods like X-ray microtomography are used to measure the density of tablets [18]. Hence, by our findings we initiate the possibility of measuring the density of compressed powders via optical sensors that could be used for process control in the pharmaceutical industry.

2. Experimental setup

A sketch of the used CBS setup is given in Fig. 1. A supercontinuum light source (Fianium SC450-6) in combination with an acousto optical tunable filter (AOTF, Fianium) is used to generate light around a specific wavelength with full width half maximum of 6 nm. By tuning the AOTF, the center wavelength can be chosen. The setup is optimized for wavelengths in the range of 490 nm to 620 nm. A single mode fiber with an integrated collimator that produces a beam of 3.3 mm diameter is used to transport the AOTF’s output ray to a lens system consisting of achromatic components and a 10 µm pinhole. That way, spatial coherence is ensured even for the optional use of other light sources. Afterwards, the beam is collimated by another achromatic lens and divided by a 50:50 beam splitter, where half of the beam vanishes in a beam dump with reflectivity below 0.1 %.

The other part illuminates the sample in an oblique angle of 3°. That way, specular reflections of liquids or plane, polished solids are suppressed. In order to reduce speckle patterns visible for solid samples, they are fixed on a movable platform, which is set under vibration continuously during measurements by a speaker. The distance between the sample surface and $f_4$ is $(32 \pm 3)$ cm, depending on the height of the sample. A Fourier lens images light backscattered from the sample under small angles onto a monochrome CCD chip (QSI 6120s). There, two by two pixels are binned in order to limit the required storage space.

For calibration of the CCD camera, diffraction gratings with 1.62, 2.41 and 3.86 lines/mm have been printed on transparent foil and placed upon the surface of a mirror at the usual sample-position. That way, the diffracted light illuminates several pixel areas of the CCD. Thus, detected distances in units of camera pixels can be assigned to calculated diffraction angles. The setup is able to measure the CBS cone up to 15 mrad with a pixel distance of 12 µrad, related to the binned chip. Moreover, a resolution of $<85 \mu$rad is gathered by the full width half maximum of the diffraction spots.
During the measurement routine, one dark image is taken, followed by 25 sample images that are averaged. By subtracting the dark image from the single sample images, surrounding light as well as reflections from the beam dump and beam splitter are eliminated. This routine is repeated for each wavelength to be measured.

3. Theory and evaluation procedure

Neglecting speckles, the reflectance $\alpha$ of a sample illuminated by spatially coherent light can be described by the sum of an incoherent and a coherent multiple scattering term \[9\]. As an approximation, these terms are specified using the spatially resolved reflectance $R(\rho)$, where $\rho$ is the distance between the locations of first and last interaction of light with the sample \[19\]. The angle $\theta$ between directions of propagation of incident and reflected light is identified by the change of wave vectors $\Delta k = \frac{2\pi \theta}{\lambda}$, yielding

$$\alpha \propto \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} R(\rho) d^2 \rho + \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} R(\rho)e^{i\Delta k \cdot \rho} d^2 \rho . \quad (1)$$

Perceiving the Fourier transform-like shape of the coherent multiple scattering term, the RTE-solution derived by Liemert and Kienle, originally for the case of a semi-infinite scattering medium and oblique projection of sinusoidal intensity patterns, can be used. In that case, the reflectance is derived depending on the spatial frequency $f$ of the illumination pattern \[20,21\]. Accordingly, the absolute value of $\Delta k$ is identified by the frequency $2\pi f$. The incoherent multiple scattering term corresponds to the reflectance of homogeneous, incoherent illumination and can, according to Eq. (1), be described by the same expression via inserting $f = 0$. In order to limit computational time for evaluating the RTE, its expansion to the seventh spherical harmonic ($P_7$) is used.

In the experiment, the proportion of the coherent multiple scattering term is weakened due to changes of polarization, among others, that are not included in the described model. Thus, we adapt the equation by adding the enhancement factor $\eta$ with values between 0 and 1 as already defined elsewhere \[8\]. Hence, we end up with the description of the angular resolved intensity

$$\alpha \propto SF(f = 0) + \eta \cdot SF(2\pi f), \quad (2)$$

where $SF(f)$ represents the respective RTE solution in spatial frequency domain \[20\].

In order to match measurement data with this model, values for pixels with the same distance to the backward direction are averaged, yielding the reflectance versus frequency $f$. As the RTE solution $SF(f)$ depends on the optical properties of the illuminated sample, the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu'_s$ and the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ can be be determined by a fit of the averaged measurement data to Eq. (2). These parameters, as well as the enhancement factor $\eta$ and the constant of proportionality, are adjusted by a trust-region-reflective algorithm.

The evaluation of the SRR data is performed by a fit based on a lookup table of a numerical solution of the RTE. Its start values are determined by a two-dimensional principal component analysis \[22\], which renders the fit fast and reproducible.

4. Results

We report on our results with focus on the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu'_s$, concerning different samples of pharmaceutical tablets. Prior to that, the new CBS method was tested using reliably assessable optical phantoms.
4.1. Optical phantoms

In order to demonstrate the quality of the new experimental method and evaluation procedure, we present measurement results of three epoxy resin based optical phantoms p1, p2 and p3 that contain different mass concentrations of TiO₂-scatterers (p1: 3.97 %, p2: 2.41 %, p3: 1.53 %). The CBS measurements have been performed using a beam diameter of 15 mm. Details about the manufacturing of the phantoms and former results can be gathered from Krauter et al. [23]. In order to show the accordance of the described theoretical model with the measurement data, Fig. 2 shows the respective curves, exemplarily for the measurements at $\lambda = 562$ nm.
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**Fig. 2. CBS measurement data and fit results for three epoxy resin based optical phantoms (p1, p2, p3) at $\lambda = 562$ nm. The data has been processed as described in section 3 and fitted to Eq. (2), which results in the parameters given in the legend. The enhancement factor of $\eta = 1.3$ can approximately be interpreted as the ratio of the reflectance at $f = 0$ mm$^{-1}$ to the reflectance the curves converge to for large frequencies.**

Figure 3 summarizes the results for $\mu'_s$ of the phantoms from CBS and SRR measurements.

![Figure 3](image)

**Fig. 3. Reduced scattering coefficients of three epoxy resin based optical phantoms (p1, p2, p3), determined by CBS and SRR measurements. The symbols show the respective measurement data, the lines the results of power law fits.**

In both cases, a power law relation of $\mu'_s$ versus wavelength fits the data and former results for the phantom system well [24].
The resulting values of the two different approaches yield relative differences of <10 %, with decreasing differences for increasing reduced scattering coefficients. Moreover, the additional measurement of one of the phantoms in different distances to the detection apparatus showed that the CBS measurements are almost independent of the samples height, observing a standard deviation of only 1.5 % in a range of more than 10 cm height respectively distance difference. SRR measurements, in turn, produce unusable data already for heights deviations of only a few millimeters [17].

4.2. Pharmaceutical tablets of different densities

For the purpose of this study, pharmaceutical powders were compressed to cylindrical tablets of 1 cm diameter under three different forces. Keeping the initial powder volume constant, samples with different mass density and thickness were obtained after compression.

We studied six samples per material and compression force for the two materials avicel and sorbit, using both CBS and SRR measurements. For the CBS measurements, a beam diameter of 0.9 cm has been used in order to illuminate almost the whole sample surface. In Fig. 4, the respective CBS and SRR measurement results are shown.

![Fig. 4. Reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu'_s \) of pharmaceutical tablets compressed by different forces: 5 kN, 10 kN and 15 kN, exercised on a circular area of 1 cm diameter. The symbols represent averages and standard deviations of six samples per kind, determined by SRR and CBS measurements. The lines show the results of power law fits.](image)

Refractive indices of \( n = 1.504 \) (avicel) [25] and \( n = 1.46 \) (sorbit) [26] have been adopted. Furthermore, a Henyey-Greenstein type phase function with anisotropy factor of \( g = 0.7 \) has been assumed for all samples [27]. Again, the widely used power law for \( \mu'_s \) versus wavelength was fitted, yielding comparable parameters for both methods.

Differences between CBS and SRR data for samples of the same kind could be found, however, they lie within each other’s region of tolerance. Concerning the fact that we studied several manually manufactured samples, a natural deviation of their characteristics has to be assumed rather than missing robustness of our methods. Nevertheless, results gained by CBS show noticeably smaller standard deviations. This is presumably due to the almost complete surface illumination and the associated averaging of the light transport over many regions of the sample. Hence, spatial heterogeneity is averaged out, which signifies a distinct advantage of the CBS method, compared to SRR’s pencil beam.

Apart from that, the sample height has to be adapted to the different sample thicknesses in every SRR measurement. This source of error is omitted in the CBS measurement, as discussed above. The higher discrepancy of the results concerning sorbit can be attributed to its texture, which has a large influence of the SRR measurements. Rather high variations of resulting mass densities and thereby less homogeneous samples were observed.
A correlation between compression force and $\mu'_s$ can be gathered from Fig. 4 and is further elaborated in Fig. 5. Besides compression force, the resulting mass densities of the tablets have been determined by weighting the single samples using precision scales and measuring the volumina of the cylindrical tablets using a caliper. A relation between optical properties and compacting pressure has previously been reported [28]. However, neither mass density, nor the exact extraction of $\mu'_s$ has been taken into account in any previous study, according to our knowledge. Assuming that mainly enclosed air is responsible for scattering, the reduced number or size of scattering centers by decreasing amount of air is a possible explanation for the decrease of $\mu'_s$ with increasing mass density.

### 4.3. Commercial pharmaceutical tablets

In addition to measurements on tablet phantoms, we present the applicability of the CBS method to machine-made tablets of commercial purpose. Therefore, acetylsalicylic acid (ASS) tablets of various suppliers and different amounts of active ingredient content were investigated. Thereby, the beam diameter was adjusted to the different sample sizes in order to illuminate preferably a large area (1APharm 100 mg, Ratiopharm 100 mg, Bayer 100 mg: beam diameter of 6 mm; Bayer 500 mg, Ratiopharm 500 mg: beam diameter of 11 mm). The respective results are presented in Fig. 6.

The mass density of ASS exceeds 60% for all samples. Hence, the refractive index $n = 1.5$ of ASS [29] was adopted. The assumed anisotropy factor is $g = 0.7$. An interrelation between $\mu'_s$ and the included component has been observed. Specifically, Bayer 500 mg and 1APharm 100 mg are the only types containing highly-dispersed silicium dioxide and reveal significantly higher values for $\mu'_s$. 

---

**Fig. 5.** Correlation between mass density and reduced scattering coefficient $\mu'_s$ at $\lambda = 542$ nm. Linear regression has been performed based on the results for single samples (unfilled symbols). The filled symbols show averages over samples of the same kind.
5. Conclusions

We not only demonstrated the general applicability of the CBS method to pharmaceutical tablets, but also pointed out a correlation between mass density and reduced scattering coefficient. Concerning evaluation, the focus of this study was the reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu'_s \), determined using the RTE.

Although the used theoretical model fits the measurement data, the neglect of wave characteristics by the RTE has to be kept in mind and shows potential for improvement. Further, the influence of polarization is not quantified yet. A vector RTE solution considering polarization is expected to yield better results than the scalar RTE. Moreover, the range of wavelengths used in this study is rather narrow and will be extended for further studies.

In view of the potential technical application of the CBS method, the fact that it is not sensitive to sample height is advantageous. Furthermore, fluorescence light has no influence on the CBS measurement, in contrast to the compared SRR measurement. Moreover, the resolution of our apparatus in the relevant range of large \( \mu'_s \) values predestines its application for tablets. The obtained correlation between mass density and \( \mu'_s \) facilitates the measurement of the former by an optical sensor. The advantages of the CBS method demonstrated above are expected to be applicable for use in industries beyond pharmaceuticals, such as in food industry and agriculture.
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